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TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Washington, D. C.

This Statement is Totally Embargoed Until Actual Delivery
Time, Scheduled for 10 A.M., Thursday, September 4, 1969

STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE DAVID M. KENNEDY
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE C(MfTTlU

ON
THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

10:00 A.M., THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1969

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 is a milestone in tax

legislation. The Administration strongly urges its enact-

ment at the earliest practicable date.

While we endorse its enactment, we believe that the bill

should be improved in a number of respects. Broadly, these

are:

the long-run revenue loss in the bill of
approximately $2.4 billion should be scaled
down by about half;

the balance of tax shifts in the bill (a
$7.3 billion reduction for individuals and a
$4.9 billion increase for corporations) should
be redressed by including a 2-point reduction
in the corporate tax rate;

a number of structural changes in the bill
should be modified, some because they go
too far, others because they do not go far
enough.

Let us make no mistake about the nature of the legisla-

tion approved by the House of Representatives. H.X 13270

is not only the most sweeping tax reform measure in the
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history of the Internal Revenue Code. It also embodies a

significant amount of tax reduction. Reduction of this

type and amount at this time can be questioned on three

grounds.

First, action now to reduce the national tax burden by

a net $2.4 billion annually would

represent a significant decision with respect to national

priorities. To the extent future revenues are today com-

mitted for such reduction, they cannot be used to support

important Government programs. (It should be noted that the

$2.4 billion projected revenue loss is expressed in terms

of today's income levels. With incomes expected to rise

significantly in the next decade, the revenue loss would

be much higher.)

The Administration's concern over the proposed cuts in

individual taxes does not mean that we attach a low priority

to this goal. But tax reduction cannot be carried out without

due consideration for other national needs. The extent to

which we can responsibly curtaUl our defense outlays has to be

determined by future events, many of which are beyond our

control. Domestically, the Congress has enacted program

which call for increased spending in future years. This
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Administration is committed to renovation of national welfare

programs and to an imaginative program of revenue-sharing

with State and local governments. Proposals also will be

forthcoming to promote additional hiring and training of the

hard-core unemployed and to foster investment in poverty

areas.

The nation is committed to the goal of adequate housing

for all of its citizens. Recent studies demonstrate that

Federal surpluses, which would bring down interest rates

and stimulate the flow of funds into mortgages, may well be

the best way in which to promote such housing.

Even though this Administration is determined to pursue

a prudent spending policy, we simply do not know enough about

the future to commit ourselves today to the degree of tax

reduction embodied in H. R. 13270. In our suggested changes,

we have not attempted to attain a precise balancing of

estimated increases and decreases over the period. Indeed,

revenue estimating is far too imperfect a science for that

purpose. However, we urgently recommend that you reduce

the expected shortfall in H. R. 13270 by approximately half,

to $1.3 billion.
3.



The second major question concerning the tax reduction

in H. R. 13270 is whether it is equitable. The largest cuts

are appropriately centered in the lowest brackets. But, in

too many instances, certain taxpayers are given reductions

much higher than others in comparable economic circumstances.

Our recommendations would reduce these inequities by:

Restorying the "phase-out" in the proposed Low
Income Allowance, but at a rate of $1 tax for
$4 income as contrasted with the $1 to $2 curve
in President Nixon's original proposal. This
still would remove five million taxpayers, in-
cluding almost all of those at the poverty
level, from the Federal tax rolls.

Raising the present standard deduction of 10
percent with a $1,000 ceiling to 12 percent
with a $1,400 ceiling, instead of 15 percent
with a $2,000 ceiling.

Liberalizing taxation of single persons as
compared to married couples through a new
rate schedule rather than allowing head-of-
household status to those single persons
over 35.

The third shortcoming of H. R. 13270 is that it is

weighted in favor of consumption to the potential detriment

of the nation's productive investment. To be sure,

President Nixon recommended on April 21 the repeal of the

7 percent investment tax credit. Such repeal represents

over half of the $4.9 billion increase in corporate taxes in
4



the bill. While the Administration's position on repeal

of the investment tax credit is unchanged, we are concerned

about the bias in the bill against investment in favor of

consumption. Such overweighting, embodied in the proposed

treatment of capital gains as well as corporate tax

increases, could impede econodtc growth in the years ahead

by curtailing the incentive to make productive investments.

To help guard against this drag on growth, the

Administration strongly recommends that the tax rate on

corporate profits be reduced by one point in calendar year

1971 and an additional point in 1972. This would reduce

corporate taxes by an estimated $800 million in 1971 and

$1.6 billion by 1972 (in terms of today's profit levels),

thereby reducing the net increase in corporate taxes in

H. R. 13270 from $4.9 billion to $3.5 billion (after other

recommended adjustments). This change in the bill would not

be unfair to individuals. Their tax relief, concentrated

in the lower brackets, would still amount to a gross amount

of $7.3 billion and a net figure of $4.8 billion.

Although no one can forecast perfectly the trend of the

economy in the next two years, the Administration's current
5



timetable in its anti-inflationary program would alloy for

growth-inducing corporate tax reduction in 1971 and 1972.

If not, the situation with respect to the entire program of

tax relief in H. R. 13270, individual as well as corporate,

will have to be re-evaluated in the light of then existing

conditions.

Investment in the years ahead may also be impeded by

the proposed changes in tax treatment of capital gains.

We believe these changes go too far. Our original proposals

were designed to prevent excesses rather than fundamentally

alter such tax treatment. Accordingly, we recommnd reten-

tion of the 6-month holding period, as contrasted with the

extension to one year in H. R. 13270. In addition, we favor

retention of the maximum 25 percent rate on capital gains,

except in cases of very large gains relative to ordinary

income. In these instances, which would affect a relatively

small number of individuals, the rate could rise as high as

32-1/2 percent, or to half the new top bracket rate of 65

percent.

Our recommendations concerning capital gains taxation

and other provisions of H. R. 13270 are outlined in detail
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in Assistant Secretary Cohen's statement, which has been

submitted to the Committee. Before responding to questions,

I would like to summarize several of these recomendations.

I. Petroleum Taxation

In its tax proposals of April 22, the Administration

made no recommendations for change in percentage depletion

as it affects the petroleum industry, except to include such

depletion in the Limit on Tax Preferences (LTP) and the

Allocation of Deductions Rule (ADR). We recommended that

intangible drilling costs that would otherwise be capitalized

also be included in the LTP and ADR. Further, we proposed

that certain sales of production payments be treated as loans

to avoid manipulation of income and losses in mineral trans-

actions.

The House of Representatives accepted our proposals

relating to production payments. It included percentage

depletion and intangible drilling costs in the Allocation

of Deductions but dropped them from the Limit on Tax Prefer-

ences. The House action also disallowed percentage depletion

on foreign operations and reduced depletion on domestic

operations from 27-1/2 to.20 percent.
7



Although the Administration did not reco=mnd a cut in

domestic percentage depletion, we accept the House approach

to increasing the share of the national tax burden borne by

the pgrolmm industry. But this cut in domestic depletLon

will not close the loophole which permits a wealthy oilmn

to pay little or no Federal income tax,. To do so, we

recomnd that the Senate restore percentage depletion to

the LTP. However, intangLble drilling costs, included

oriSLnally in the AdministratLon's LTP proposal, should be

restored to the LTP only for Lnvestors and not for those

individuals who receive 60 percent or more of their income

from oLl and gas operations.

2. Financial Institutions

The Administration does not object to the provisions

of H. R. 13270 which would base bad debt losses of comrcLal

banks, mutual savLngs banks, and savLngs and loan associations

on actual experience -- subject to a 10-year carryback and a

5-year carry forward for net operating losses. But we are

concerned about the continued heavy reliance on investment

restrictions to promote a flow of money into residential

construction. Such restrictions limit the ability of the
8



thrift institutions to compete for savings during periods

of tight money. They also fail to recognize other important

national goals.

We therefore recom•nd a special tax deduction for each*

of these three institutions, designed to encourage the flow

of credit not only into residential construction, but also

into other socially preferred uses, such as guaranteed loans

to college students and loans guaranteed by the Small

Business Administration. At the outset, this deduction

could consist of 5 percent of gross interest income from

such loans. However, the deduction could not serve in any

year to reduce the taxable income of any such institution

to an amount less than 60 percent of taxable income, adjusted

to include the full amount of dividend income and tax-exempt

interest.

The result of these provisions would be to create tax

equity among these competing institutions, enhance their

competitive ability relative to other outlets for savings,

and encourage the flow of money into uses determined by the

Congress to be socially preferable.
9



3. Other Provistons

Five other Administration recommndations should be

noted:

H. R. 13270 goes too far in taxing foundations.
We recontaid that the proposed 7-1/2 percent
tax on income be replaced by a 2 percent
"supervisory tax," which would raise sufficient
funds for an adequate audit program in the
Internal Revenue Service.

- In order to make certain that the bill does
not unduly restrict donations of property to
charities, colleges, and other tax-exempt
activities, we recommend deletion of the
provision which would include appreciation
on such property in the Limit on Tax
Preferences and the Allocation of
Deductions.

The personal deduction allowed for State
gasoline taxes should be repealed. Inas-
much as the State tax is, like the Federal
tax, essentially a user charge, the existing
deduction in effect shifts the burden of
those taxpayers who itemize to the general
taxpayer. Repeal would raise the average
tax on those who itemize by $10 to $15.

The House bill goes beyond the Administration's
recoinendations and includes interest on
State and local bonds in the LTP. The
Administration opposes this inclusion for
the same reasons we gave on April 22 --
there are constitutional doubts as to in-
clusion as well as the possibility of adverse
repercussions in the market for State and
local securities. However, we recoinnd as
we did in April that the full amount of tax-
exempt interest be included in the Allocation
of Deductions rule, without the 10-year phase-
in contained in the Houe bill.
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-- To simplify compliance by millions of 1ow-
Incom individuals, persons not subject to
tax umder the na higher levels resulting
from the Low Income Allowance should not
be required to file returns.

Mr. Chairman, I repeat that the "jill before you is a

milestone in tax legislation. Almost all of the sixteen

substantive tax proposals which President Nixon submitted to

the Congress in April, including the Limit on Tax Preferences

and the Low Incom Allowance, are included in the bill. The

House Ways and Mans Committee, as a result of Its exhaustive

hearings, added a number of constructive measure to those

proposed by the Administration. The resulting legislation was

overwhelmingly approved by the House of Representatives.

Now it is up to the Senate. I am confident that this

Co•nittee will proceed with the same determination shown in

the House and that we can look forward to final enactment

of H. R. 13270, appropriately modified, before the end of

1969.

In the words of President Nixon, such enactment will

represent a long step toward making taxation, if not popular,

at least fair for all of our citizens.
11
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Mr. Chairman anul HMibers of the Commtittee:

It is my pleasure to join in Secretary Kcnnedy's state-

ment and to present the Administration's position on the

specific provisions of H.R. 132,O, the Tax reform Act of

1969.

The bill in its present form when fully effective provides

tax relief of $9.7 billion to Individuals and also coatain6

certain incentive provisions which involve a revenue lcss of

$0.8 billion--a total revenue rc..ucticn of $10.5 bill.-'a.

These are offset by revenue raising provisions which in the

long run will total $8.1 billion (including $3.3 billion from

repeal of-the investment credit), resulting in a net revenue

loss of $2.L billion. In so:-c years in the early 1970's the

net revenue loss will be about $1.0 billion higher. The bill

would cort.it at this time revenues which may be needed for

programs of high priority, such as President Nixon's family

assistance plan, the Ad-ministration's program for revenue
13
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sharing with state and local governments, and other vital

measures. The size of this revenue loss requires that the

tax relief provisions of the bill be carefully evaluated.

The provision giving $4.5 billion of rate reductions to

individuals represents reasonable, equitable tax relief.

The other bgoad impact of the bill--the individual relief

provisions other than rate reJuction--converting the Admin-

istration's proposed Low In•com•iAllowance to a flat minimum

standard deduction allowance of $1,100, extending the standard

deduction to 15 percent with a $2,000 maximum, extending head-

of-household treatment to all single persons over age 35, atad

extending special relief to widows and widowers, provide dis-

pro1'ortionately high tax reduction in many instances. In

effect, these various benefits cumulate in some of the incor•

brackets, particularly with respect to single persons, and

create sdie serious imbalances in the allocation of the total

tax relief. ;;bile there is merit in these changes, in the

aggregate they go too far and should be cut back. The

imbalances,we believe, should be corrected.
14



The bill would result in a net long-term shift in tax

burden between corporations and individuals as follows:

InJividuals: $-7.3 billion

Corporations: $+4.9 billion

The resultin- shift in emphasis of this mA.nituJe from invest-

ment to consuinpLion is in our judbment inadvisable.

The Administration recommends a revised program of tax

relief for both individuals anJ. corporations desi6-neI to

decrease the revenue loss in the bill, distribute the tax

relief among individuals more equitably, and reduce to an

acceptable degree the shift in emphasis from investment to

consumption. This revised progran would provide su~starntal

relief for individuals of the same general types as are

containeJ in the bill. The program also calls for a coryorace

rate re-luction ultimately reaching two percentage points

relief of.tae same g eneral maLnitu-e as the inliviJual race

reductions.

This revise! program would result in a long-term revenue loss

of $1.3 billion per year, approximately half as much as the $2..

billion revenue loss which would result from the House bill. It
15



would result in a net increase in corporate taxes of $3.5 bil-

lion and a reduction for individuals of $4.8 billion. While

this still represents some shift in emphasis from investment

to consumption, it is one that is much less severe than that

provided in the House bill and is one that is warranted by

the economic conditions which we expect to prevail in the

year 1972 and thereafter,when it will have its principal

effect. *I

The general composition of the bill by rate reduction,

reform, relief and incentive, for individuals and corporations,

is shown in Table 1. Table 2 contains a list of the specific

provisions in the House bill in the order that I will discuss

them,with the long-run revenue estimate of the House bill and

the proposed Treasury change. Table 2 also provides a table

of contents for those topics in the following discussion.

I hae attached at the end of this statement tables show-

ing the effects of the principal provisions on a typical

married taxpayer at various income levels. There is also a
16"



.Tabl1e I

Comparisw of House Bill ar.d Treasury Propocal
by Principal PmaU in Terms of Long Run Revenue Effect

Difference
: House : Treasury : (-) is increased
: Bill : Proposal : revenue loss or
* : : dncreLsed rain
( ....... *mU1.io,•.........

Rate reduction ....................... .-,493 -,705 -207
Standard deduction . ................. %,* 025 -1,690 2,335
Single person ........ ..............- 650 - 45 205
Other... ......... ..........- 500 - 500 -
Total-... .... ... ................... 9163 -7,3,0 2,333

Qorporrt ion
Rate reduction ................. ....- i,60o -i,600

Incentive Prov isions
Individual ............................... TO - 70 -
Corporation ..........................- 7___.60 --414o 0.23

Total Rate Reduction, Relief and Incentive ... -10,j03 -9,0- 50 1,053

.orai. Provx i9a

Investment credit repeal ................. 600 600 -
Other .............................. '515 1.075 160
Total ............................... 2, -• 2,575T5

Investment; credit repeal................2,700 2,700 -
Oter....... ......................... ?.810 -IL3
Total......... ......... . . . 5,0TO 5,530

Total individuals and Corporations Reform .... 0035 8,105 20

Total:
Individuals ......................... 7, 323 -4,835 2,493
Corporations............................4,910 3,490 -1,420
C-.bined o............................ . .?18 -1.345 1,07)

Office of the Secrctary of *te Treacury Septeacr -,
Office of TaM .tilyr-
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Table 2

Long Run Riveaw ifeots of LR. 32
as Passed by the House and

Proposed Treasury Changps by Major Provision.

Pap:
nwinbr in
fol~loving:

discussion:

Tax relief - Individuals
7 Rate reduction ....
8 [v income allovanee - minima standard

deduction ...........
9 Standard deduction

10 Single persons ....... .......
13 Reportng by lov income taxpey ...........
14 Earned income rate li mit @** G ...
15 Gasoline tax deduction .......

Tax relief - Cor2orstilon
15 Rate reduction.. .......

Others
16 Foundations ...... . ...
21 Except organizations unrelated business

income......................
23 Charitable contributions. ...............
27 Farm losses. ...
30 -Interest deductions ..........................
32 Moving expenses .......................
32 Limit on tax preferences ...................
32- Allocation ......... ..e~. .~.o.s.s......
38 Income averaging ................. .....
38 Restricted property ....................... ..
39 Deferred compensation ...................
41 Accumulation trusts ................. ......
42 Multiple corporations .....................
43 Corporate securities .........................
44 Stock dividends .............................
146 Jre ig ncome........................ . . ... .
52 Finacial institutions ... 09000..............
57 Regulated utilities ..................... ...
60 Tax-free dividends ......................
61 Natural resources...... ..............
63 Capital gains and losses of Individuals ......
68 Capital gains of corporations...........
68 Real estate .............................. 0.0
69 Cooperatives .............................
70 Subotapter S.....
74 Investment credit repeal ....................
74 Amortization of treight cars ................
74 Amortization of pollution equiment .........
72 Taxation of state and local bds ...........

Total..............

: Long Run Revenue Effects
I : Current :DUference (-•House: Treasury : is greater

:, MlroOal : reenoue ow.
........ ..millio

-2,652 -920 1,732
-1,373 -70 603

-650 -"415 205

-100 -100 0
0 390 390

0 -1,600 -0,6WO

3,

100 25 -75

20 20 0
20 20 0
20 50 30
20 0 -20

4.100 -100 0
85 60 -2

kw6 4~80 20
-300 -300 0

25 0 -25
70 70 0

235 235 0
70 70 *

65 50 -15
1460 1410 -50
310 310 0

8D 8D 0
600 6OO 0
635 425 -210
175 175 0
,005 1,005 0

300 3,300 0
.100 0 100

"00 -_0w 2

-2,0418 -1,345 1,073

September 2, l1..Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

*LAss than $2.) million.
1979, calendar year liability

Increase due to bromaer tax base asoiated vita a loer stanrG deduction.
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table showing by adjusted gross income classes the pattern

of total tax change under the bill and under the proposed

changes. It demonstrates that our program continues but

moderates the pattern of the House bill of heavier reductions

in the bottom brackets, cuts of about 5 percent in the middle

brackets, and an increase in the top brackets.

The Administration's position on the provisions of the

House bill is as follows. A separate more detailed memorandum

making further recommendations as to various matters is also

being submitted to the Couxuittee.

1. Tax Relief--InJiviluals (Secs. 801, 802, 803, 804, 805"3)

Rate Raductions. The $4.5 billion rate cut in the bill

does not discriminate between itemizers and nonitenizers,

between homeowners and tenants, between married persons ani

single persons, between heals of households supporting depern-

ents and single persons without this burden, or between tax-

payers with different sources of income. The Alministration

recommends retention of the $4.5 billion"ratecut **in the form.

contained in the House bill because it provides such even-

hanuel nonliscriminatory relief.

*Refereucce2 are co section numbers o! H.R. 13270.
**'7i'-.e rate cuts will cost $4.7 billion under our orooosals

because our changes in the standard deduction bioaatn
the income base.
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Low Income Allowance. The Administration in April 1969,

recommended a Low Income Allowance designed to relieve

persons and families with incozies below the poverty level

from any tax liability. To reduce the revenue loss from this

additional special deduction, and to direct its impact at

those below or near the poverty level, it was to be "phased-

out," i.e., the special Allowance was to be reduced at the

rate of 50 cents for each dollars of income over the specified

#poverty" levels. This limited the bulk of the relief to

persons with incomes below $5,000. The Allowance in this

form would have relieved over 5 million presently taxable

persons from any tax liability, would have reduced the tax

of 7 million more persons, and would have resulted in an

annual revenue loss of only $625 million. The Low Income

Allowance in this form was favorably reported in H.R. 12290

by this domrmdttee.

The present bill contains the Low Income Allowance but

provides for the phase-out for the year 1970 only. Thus,

the bill completely eliminates the phase-out for 1971 and

subsequent years, resulting in an additional revenue cost o!

$2.0 billion.

20



The Administration recoimmenJs that the phase-out be

retained but be stretched out by application at the rate of

25 cents for each dollar of income above the poverty level.

This will extend the tax benefits provided by the Allowance to

somewhat higher brackets where they are justified, but with-

out converting the Allowance to a minimum standard deduction

of $1,100, which is the effect of the House bill. The Low

Income Allowance with this extended phase-out will result in

a revenue loss of $920 million in lieu of the $625 million

as originally proposed. It will thus save some $1.7 billion

of the cost of outright elimination of the phase-out.

Standard reduction. The provisions of the House bill

increasing the standard deduction over a three-year period

from the present 10 percent, with a ceiling of $1,000, to a

level of 15 percent, with a ceiling of $2,000, should be

chan~ed. The increase should be limited to a level of 12 per-

cent with a ceiling of $1,400. This more limited extension

of the stanJard deduction would still result in major simpli-

fication since some 4 million taxpayers will be able to switch

from itemizing their deductions to the stanlari deduction.

21



The combined effect of the rate reduction, the Low Income

Allowance and standard deduction increase will be to reduce

taxes for some 63 million taxpayers and to remove some 6 million

persons completely from the tax rolls. The revenue cost of the

standard deduction liberalization in this more limited form will

be $770 million as compared to $1,373 million cost of the House

bill provision.

Single Persons. The tax btirden on single persons is

disproportionately high in relation to that of married persons

who enjoy the benefits of income splitting. However, in our

JuJlment the provision of the House bill extenling heal-of-

householl treatment to all single persons age 35 and over is not

the best means of dealing with this inequity. Uhile a test

base on maintenance of a household might nave been Jevisel,

it would have been extremely difficult to administer where

the taxpayer had no Jependents, and in any event, the inequity

to be corrected is the disparity in burden between single

persons, whether or not they have .epenlents, and married

couples. It seems preferable to reserve more favorable treat-

ment for individuals wa.o both maintain households and

support Je.•enJents, as opposed to single persons who do not,

22



but yet also narrow the tax differential between single anJ

married persons. Further, the selection of age as a diviiint.

line for preferential treatment seems arbitrary anJ bears no

relationship to actual ability to pay.

Accor.dingly, in lieu of the provisions of the House bill,

the Administration recommends that a new rate schedule be

adoptel for single persons. This schedule would be constructed

so that the difference between single person rates and mar-

ried couple rates would be narroweJ; no single person

with ta1e same taxable income as a married couple would pay

a tax more than 20 percent greater than the tax paid by the

married couple. The heal-of-household rates wouldd be reserved

for persons maintaining a household for the support of depend-

ents, and would continue to fall approximately halfway between

the new single person rate schedule and the rates applicable

to married couples. This proposed maximum 20 percent differ-

ential reflects a reasonable judgment of the additional costs

of living of married couples and their ability to pay as

compared to single persons.

23



The provision of the bill extending without limitation

split income treatment to surviving spouses with dependents

(rather than for only two years after the death of the spouse,

as provide.d by existing law) should be deleted. A surviving

spouse will become entitled to heal-of-household treatment

after the two-year period if the surviving spouse continues

to support.a depen lent, and there is no rational basis for

provilinj; more favorable .reatmint to a surviving spouse than

to any other heal of household. The limited two-year period

following the other spouse's death is appropriate because this

is a period of transition, but we believe the split income

benefits shoulJ not be extenJel beyond this period as the

House bill provides.

The revenue cost of the lower rate schedule for single

persons and heads of households, after deleting the unlimited

extension' of split income treatment for surviviný, spouses,

wouli be $445 million as compared to the $650 million cost

of the House bill provision.

24



Reporting. by Low Income Taxpayers. To simplify compliance

by millions of low income individuals, the Administration

recommends a liberalization of the filing requirements. Unier

present law (not chanted by the House bill), an individual

is required to file a return if.his gross income is $600 or

more, except that an inliviJual over 65 years of age is re-

quired to file a return only if his income is $1,200 or more.

Consequently, 5 million nontaxable inWividuals with inccwes

which exceed these levels but which are less than the amounts

exempted from tax by the Low Income Allowance would still be

required to file returns. Since the Low Income Allowance is

built into the withholding provisions of the bill, many of

these persons will not be filing for refunds. The filing,

requirements should be raised to the new nontaxable levels.
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Earned Income Rate Limitation. The Administration strongly

supports the provisions of the House bill placing a 50 percent

maximum tax rate on earned income. This limitation will pro-

vide an important incentive to the earning of income by personal

services, both by employees and self-employed persons. Many

of the devices for conversion of ordinary income into capital

lain, ani for deferment of income, have been nurtured out of

the natural desire of persons wUho have reached hi 6h earned

income levels to avoid the burlen of very high rates. With

a 50 percent top marginal rate on earned income, the success-

ful executive or professional man will be more inclined to

concentrate his efforts in the fell in which he is qualified

anI devote less of his attention to intricate means of minimiz-

in 6 the effect of high tax rates. Particularly when couple

witil the many provisions of the bill which eliminate or curb

existing tax avoidance techniques, we think the 50 percent

ceilin,6 rate on earned income represents a substantial improve-

ment in the law.
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Gasoline Tax Deduction. The Alministration recommends

that the personal reduction allowed for state gasoline taxes

be repealel. It is appropriate to discontinue this deduction

as a part of an over-all program of rate reductions ani

liberalization of the staniari deduction. The sLate tax,

like the Federal tax, is essentially a user caiarge for hibh-

way facilities paii by taose wiho use the highways. As a user

charge, the existing deJuction simply shifts part of the burden

of those taxpayers w:io itemi.-e to tae general taxpayer. No

other nonbusiness user charges are deluctible. The proposed

repeal of the de-luction would not affect state Easoline taxes

pail for business purposes. The revenue Lain from repeal

woulJ be $390 million, an average tax increase from this

cnan,.,e of about $10 - $15 to taxpayers who itemize their

deductions.

2. Tax Relief--Corporations

The Administration recommends a corporate

rate reduction of two points, a one-point ieduction

effective in 1971 and a full two-point reduction

effective in 1972 and thereafter. The present corporate
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rate, including the surcharge, is 52.8 percent for the calen-

dar year 1969. This will reduce to 49.2 percent for the

calendar year 1970 if the surcharge is extended at 5 percent

for half the year as recommended by the Administration. The

regular 48 percent rate, which would otherwise be effective

for 1971, should be reduced to 47 percent for that year. The

rate should be furtner reduced to 46 percent for 1972 and

subsequent years. This probra' bf continuing reduction will

provide an important offset to the provisions of the bill

withdrawing incentives to investment, such as the repeal of

the investnunt credit. This rate reluction would result in

a revenue loss of $800 million in 1971 and $1.6 billion in

1972 and thereafter.

3. Private Foun.lations (Sec. 101)

Much of the property of private foundations derives

from the income, gift and estate tax Jeluctions allowed for

contributions to their creation or support ani from the income

tax exemption enjoyed by the organizations. The Federal

Government thus has a vital interest in insuring that their

assets are properly applied. The provisions of the House
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bill dealing with private foundations will teni to insure

that their property is devoted solely to charitable purposes.

Private foundations will thus become an even more useful as a

flexible source of support for achievement of new levels of

thought and action, relieving the burdens of government.

In summary, the House bill would regulate certain activ-

ities of foundations. Self-dealing between a private founJa-

tion anJ its substantial contributors would be prohibited.

Foundations would be required to distribute taie greater of

their income or 5 percent of the value of their corpus on a

relatively current basis. Where a business is controlled

by a foundation, or by a foundation and its substantial

contributors, the foundation would be required within a

10-year period to limit or dispose of its interest unless

common control is otherwise eliminated. These provisions

were reco".ended by the Administration to the Congress in

substantially the form contained in the bill.

The bill prohibits grass-roots lobbying, anJ it also

proscribes otAer activities designed to influence lenisla-

tion even taou6.i they represent only an insubstantial part

29
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ofthe foundation's activities. Existing law with respect

to political activities would not otherwise be changed except

that activities which influence the outcome of any public

election would be significantly restricted. Individual grants

would be prohibited unless made pursuant to an objective and

nondiscriminatory procedure. Certain transactions with govern-

ment officials which might raise substantial questions of

propriety would also be prohibii&d. We regard these rules

as necessary restrictions on foundation activity which will

not interfere with attainment of their charitable objectives.

Penalties for violations would be imposed in the form

of a graduated series of sanctions designed to compel compli-

ance. Foundation managers would not be penalized for any

such improper act unless carried out by them with knowledge

that it constituted a violation of these provisions. For

example, reliance on the advice of counsel would be sufficient

defense for a manager.

The provision of the bill on this subject which

requires the most careful evaluation is the imposition

of a 7-1/2 percent tax on investment income, including

capital gains, of a private foundation. We have
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concluded that a tax desi&nei to raise revenue from private

foundations cannot be justified once the other restrictions

imposed on them by the bill have been enacted to insure that

their funds will be used solely for charity. That is, there

is no reason to reduce fun Is available for charitable activ-

ities by a tax once their tax exempt status has been justified

in the first instance.

However, the Administration considers tnat it is unfair

to require taxpayers in general to pay the increasinb cost

of alministerin6 the audit program for these or;ani-.ations

when suci prog ram is requireJ to insure t~iat charity receives

the full benefit of foundation resources. Thus, the-Adminis-

tration recommends an annual supervision tax of 2 percent of

private foundation investment income. This will raise about

$25 million per year in the lonb-run effect (about $17 mil-

lion in 1970), which approximates the estimated Pulit cost.

The bill also contains special provisions frantin6

permanent exemption for two existin, private foundations

from those provisions designed to prohibit foundation control

of operating businesses. le Jo not believe these two founJa-

tions can appropriately be listintuishei from other found1ations
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which are subject to the bill; the reasons for applying the

business holdings rule to existing foundations--an assurance

that their assets, interests, and activities are totally

committed to their charitable function--apply equally to

these two foundations. We believe t1aese two special exemp-

tions should be eliminated from the bill.

The bill fails to provide an exemption from the business

aolJing requirements where an organization's charter precltdes

disposition of certain business interests, althou6h it does

proviJe that these requirements are suspendel while efforts

are beinb made to secure court authorization of charter amend-

ment. Even if disposition of business nolJinfs is ultimately

founi by the court to be pro•ibitel, tCe sanctions of the

bill would then be applicable. The House W!ays anti Means

Coainittee %.as concerned that if a permanent exemption were

grantel, tne courts would tend to deny permission to at.enJ

the instrum.ent. There is, however, a permanent exemption from

the income pay-out rules for those organizations which are

require l by their governing, instruments to accurmulate income

an! waich fin1 it impossible to effect a change. It ap'.-ears

thtat the provision"pertainin6 to dispositions of business
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hol.lints is too stringent anJ shoul. be change.i to conform

to the income pay-out rule.

4. Oth'r Exerilt Orpanizations (Sec. 121)

The provisions of the bill dealing with other exempt

or~anLations a'lopt oile Alministration's recormmendation to

extend the application of the unrelate. business tax. The

business income of churches and other exempt organizations

from coiwercial transactions in~"direct competition with tax-

payin6 business would no longer be tax exempt. Further,

borrowing by a tax exempt organization to purchase income

producing assets which are unrelated to tae exempt functions

of the oreani'ation would be liscoura~ed by taxing all such

debt financed income, includin& investment income. This

prevents a tax exempt or~ani:ation from extentin6 its tax

shelter to a nonexempt seller through inflation of tne price.

Inve'stnment income used to finance the social activities

of members of social clubs anJ similar groups would be taxed,

since in this situation it relieves the melabers of personal

expense which otherwise would be paid by them out of after

tax income.
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Finally, rents, interest, and royalties from controlled

subsiJiaries of any tax exempt organi-ation would be taxed.

This will prevent avoiJance of the unrelated business tax

by transferring active business operations to taxable organ-

izations while siphoning; off the profits from such operations

in the form of "passive" income (representing deductible pay-

ments to the taxable organization).
.3

The bill also colifies previously existing Treasury

regulations defining activities such as advertisint,wauich

will be treated as unrelated business. On the other hand,

it eases the qualification requirements for voluntary employee

beneficiary associations which are in reality health an] wel-

fare trusts established pursuant to collective bargaining

agreements.

The Administration supports these basic provisions of

the House bill. However, these provisions are only a begin-

nin6 step in resolving taie tax problems which exist with

respect to exempt organizations. These problems are presently

being given further intensive study. For example, the Treas-

ury Jepartweiit is presently re-examit.in, tae requirements

for exempt status anI the consequences of loss of exemption.
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Additional recommendations in this area will be presented to

Congress as soon as they can be developed.

5. Charitable Contributions (Sec. 201)

The bill provides in general for an increase in the

limitation on the charitable contributions deduction from

30 percent to 50 percent for gifts to churches, educational

institutions, and publicly supported charities,as recommended
S.

by the Administration. This will provide even greater incen-

tive for private support of these institutions in the United

States. Charitable gifts of appreciated property will remain

subject to the 30 percent limit. Since we are recommeniin;

that appreciation in such property be removed from the Limit

on Tax Preferences and the Allocation of )eductions rules,

as hereinafter explained, we believe that tne retention of

the 30 percent limit for such 6ifts is appropriate. However,

in its present form in the bill, it could have an unintendel

harsh result in some cases. A si6gnificant portion of the

charitable deduction may be denied where the appreciation in

the contributed property is nominal. This provision should

be chanted so that (a) the appreciation element in charitable

gifts of property may not exceed 30 percent of aijustel gross
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income, and (b) the basis of the property would be counted

against the additional 20 percent allowance.

In order to limit some of the present tax advantages of

&ifts of appreciated property in particular cascs, the bill

provides that taxpayers making such contributions under certain

specified circumstances must either: (a) limit their deduction

to the cost or other basis of the property, or (b)

take the larger deduction based on the fair market value of

the property and include the appreciation in income.

This treatment is to apply to gifts of property niich would

6ive rise to ordinary ircome if sold by the taxpayer, gifts

to private foundations (other than an operating foundation)

unless the property is channeled to a publicly supported

charity within one year, ,ifts of tangible personal property,

and gifts of future interests of property.

Our recommendation (discussed below) to delete the

appreciation element from the Limit on Tax Preferences and

the Allocation of )eJuctions provisions makes most of these

limitations appropriate even though they go beyond our recom-

menlations on April 22, 1969. However, we recommend that

this rule noc be extended to all tangible personal property
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as provide in the bill. Under other provisions of the bill

collections of papers will produce ordinary income if sold,

just as are paintings sold by the artist un-er existing law.

As we recommended on April 22, 1969, the bill prohibits deduc-

tion of the value of ordinary income property unless the

appreciation is included in ordinary incoi-e. But the exten-

sion of this rule to 6ifts of all works of art, even though

not created by the Jonor, appear * unduly severe. Our finest

museums and art galleries are Jepenlent on such jifts, and

their contribution to the good of our society is universally

acknowleJ~el. .e see no sufficient reason to distinguish

such gifts from gifts of appreciated securities to other

charities. The problems of valuation of tangible personal

property have been substantially resolved by changes in the

income tax form, by improved aulit programs, and by the crea-

tion of a'special advisory Lroup to the Commissioner of Inter-

nal Revenue on valuation of art objects. Moreover, these

valuation problems are not eliminateJ by the rule in the

bill since the donor would still be entitled to deduct the

value of the art work against ordinary income even though

tie appreciation were treated as capital gain.
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The bill provides for repeal of the unlimited charitable

Jeluction, the change to be phased in over five years. This

differs somewhat from the Alministration's original recotm~enda-

tion tiat the unlimited deduction be limited so that the

charitable deduction, when taken to6 ether with other itemized

deductions, could not result in reducing the taxpayer's

adjusted &ross income by more than 80 percent thereof. How-

ever, tae provision in the bill'is also a reasonable solution

and we support it.

The bill restricts the availability of the charitable

contribution deduction where, by the use of a trust, property

interests are split between charitable and noncharitable

beneficiaries. On reconsideration, we believe the bill is un-

duly stringent in permitting a deduction for the value of a

charitable income interest only where the income is taxable to

the grantor under other rules. The donor should be allowed a

deduction for the value of any long-term income interest to chart

which is in the form of a guaranteed annuity or a "unitrust".

Under the bill a "unitrust" is .a trust in which the income

beneficiary is entitled to a return equal to a fixed percentage

of the value of the assets of the trust each year, thus
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assuring the income beneficiary a certain return irrespecLive

of the investment policies of the trust.

We also recommend that the effective date of the new

estate tax provisions 6overnine charitable deductions be

deferred so that the new rules will apply only to persons

dying after December 31, 1970. This will provide time for

amendments of wills. Moreover, the new estate tax rules

should not apply to trusts createJ heretofore that cannot

be amended.

6. Farm Losses (Secs. 211, 212, 213)

Our stuJies have demonstrated that large farm losses

generally represent capital expenditures which have been

deducted under the liberal cash method of accounting,. The

cash rmethoi has been allowed to farmers primarily to help

small farmers, but taxpayers with larbe farm losses are

Lenerally not in this class but are wealthy investors wiio

obtain a tax shelter. The bill requires that taxpayers

maintain an excess deductions account (E3A) for lar6 e farm

"losses." On the later sale of farming property, any gain--

to the extent it woulJ otherwise be taxed as a lon&-term
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I
capital gain--will be treated as ordinary income to the extent

of the balance in the excess deductions account. The provi-

sion would not apply if the taxpayer used inventories and

capitalized items properly chargeable to a capital account

as pact of his nrthoJ of accounting for the farming operation.

In its present form, this provision of the bill applies

only to individuals with nonfarm adjusted gross income in

excess of $50,000. Taxpayers with nonfarm income over $50,000

are permitted to excluJe the first $25,000 of their farm losses

each year from the operation of the EDA provisions. In prac-

tice, this exclusion renders the bill ineffective.

The Administration reconaende.I this EDA treatment on

April 22, 1969, but at that time proposed that only $5,000

of losses in any year be excluded. We believe the higher

exclusions in the bill should be modified. tle now reco.ienl

that the £2A rules apply to any taxpayer with nonfarm a.ijusteJ

gross income in excess of $25,000 whose farm losses exceed

$15,000. In such a case, all of the losses should be incluiel

in the excess deductions account. These changes will not

affect the small farmer or the person with modest nonfarm

incor-e.
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We estimate that as so modified the EOA rule would apply

to only 9,300 individuals, whose farm losses would a;gre~ate

$418 million, an average farm loss per individual of $44,700.

The effect of this particular provision would not be to dis-

allow the loss, but only to require that future Lains from

the sale of cattle, race horses, orange groves, etc., raised

on the farm couli not be reported as capital 6ains until they

haJ offset these losses previously deductel from ordinary

income.

The bill also proviJes new rules to deal with the problem

of hobby losses. Under the bill, losses will be dJisallowel

if the activity is not carrie. on with a reasonable expecta-

tion of profit. The taxpayer will be presumed not to have

a reasonable expectation of profit if the losses from the

activity exceed $25,000 in three out of any five consecutive

years. The Administration ur6es adoption of this proposal

as an effective means of dealinj5 with cases where the tax

laws are being usel to subsidize the hobbies of wealthy tax-

payers. However, in orJer to make it clear that the provision

is not intended to apply to lecitimate business operations,
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it is recoumenled that the term "profit" be specifically

defined to include not only immediate economic profit but

also any reasonably anticipated long-term increase in the

value of property.

7. Interest (Sec. 221)

UnJer the bill, the leluction for interest in excess of

$25,000 on indebtedness incurred to purchase or carry invest-

went assets is allotwed only to the extent that the interest

is not in excess of investment income plus lonG-term capital

gains. This provision is designed to teal with an abuse

resulting, from the opportunity to deduct an unlimited amount

of interest expense, making it possible to acquire growth

potential property with borrowed funds and deduct the

interest against ordinary income with the anticipated gain on

disposition being subject to the capital gains rate.

However, the bill in fact fails to correct many of the

problems in this area. By permitting the interest deluctioui

to the extent of investment income, it Jiscriminates against

the taxpayer wtio has only-earneJ income out of which to Fay
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his interest expense. The abuse is the same in either case,

though under the bill the individual with earned income, but

not a person receiving dividends or other investment income,

might lose his interest deduction.

Wie have been stu-ying many alternatives to the approach

of the bill. The only truly equitable solution would require

tracing the interest expense to the particular investment
'S

for which the funds were borrowed. Ise are inclined to believe,

however, that an attempt to trace investment interest to the

related investment woull be a Iministratively unworkable.

Other alternatives do not appear to correct any substantial

number of the actual abuses and uniformly add extraordinary

complexity.

In light of these considerations, the Administration

recom.enJs that the interest provision of the bill be leleted,

although we shall continue to explore the problem in an effort

to develop a workable solution. The Allocation of Geluctions

provision (referreJ to below) will prevent individuals from

offsettin6 all of their interest deductions against ordinary

income when th.ey have tax preferences, such as capital gains,

in the current year, anJ will serve as a major limitation on

the use of interest expense as a tax shelter.
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8. oving Expenses (Sec. 231)

The bill exten.ts the deduction of employee moving expenses

to expenses of house hunting trips, terdporary livin, quarters

at the new location ani the sale or purchase of a house.

Reasonable limitations are provide. The bill adopts the

Administration's recerienlations in this retarI, except that

tne Jistance requirement of existin0 law is increased from

20 miles to 50 miles. The Administration recommends that the

20-mile test be restored. .,

9. Limit on Tax Preferences and Allocation of Deductions
(Secs. 301, 302)

Present law imposes no limit on the amount of economic

income which an individual may exclude from tax through

preferential treatment contained in various provisions of

the Code. These preferences were intended as incentives to

investment, but they contain no adequate limits on their use.

In recent years, many high bracket individual taxpayers have

used these preferences alone or in combination so as to pay

little or no tax for the support of the Federal Government.

Neither does present law prevent a taxpayer from charging

all personal deductions against taxable income even though the

presence of substantial amounts of preferential income make it

apparent that, from an economic standpoint, such nontaxable
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income in fact bears its share of the burden of such personal

expenditures.

The bill seeks to correct these inequities through the

Limit on Tax Preferences and the Allocation of Deductions

provisions. The Limit on Tax Preferences places an over-all

limit on the combined use of preferences; the Allocation of

Deductions rule requires that a proper portion of itemized

deductions be charged against income sheltered by tax preferences.

The House bill goes beyond the Administration's rccomrnenda-

tions and provides that tax exempt interest on state and local

bonds is included as a preference item for the Limit on Tax

Preferences provision. The Administration opposes this

inclusion for the same reasons we gave on April 22 -- there are

constitutional doubts as to the inclusion of tax exempt interest

and its inclusion will adversely affect the ability of hard-

pressed state and local governments to market their bonds. On

the other hand, the House bill provides that tax exempt interest

will be treated as a preference for the Allocation of Deductions

rule only to the extent such interest is paid on future issues

and even then only with a 10-year phase-in rule. In April,

we recommended that all tax-exempt iiiLerest be included without

such a phase-in rule, and we renew thnt recc-.enlation at this

tire.
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Under the bill, the excess of percentage depletion over

cost and the intangible drilling cost deduction are not treated

as preference items under the Limit on Tax Preferences (LTP)

provision, although they are included as preferences under the

Allocation of Deductions rule. Since making our original tax

reform proposals in April, in which both percentage depletion

and intangible drilling costs were included in the Limit on Tax
I

Preferences as well as the Allocation of Deductions rule, we

have studied carefully the operation of these provisions. We

have concluded that some changes in our original proposals are

warranted.

First, in view of the substantial reduction in percentage

depletion contained in the bill, the inclusion of the intangible

drilling cost deduction as a tax preference item could work an

unintended hardship in the case of an individual whose prin-

cipal business is exploration for oil and gas. Accordingly,

the Administration proposes that the intangible drilling

cost deduction be excluded from the Limit on Tax Preferences

provision, but not the Allocation of Deductions provision,

if at least 60 percent of the taxpayer's gross income is

from the sale of oil and gas. We also recommend, however,
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as a complement to-this rule that a recapture rule be added

to the Code treating as ordinary income any gain on sale or

transfer of a well, including a transfer to a controlled

corporation, to the extent of intangible drilling costs

previously deJucte I.

For all other purposes, however, both percentage deple-

tion and intangible drilling costs should bo inclu.ei in the

Limit on Tax Preferences as well as the Allocation of Deduc-

tions provision. Thus, an investor who is not primarily

engaged in the oil business will be subject to this broadIr

LTP rule.

In our jullwent the provisions in this form will apply

more reasonably to persons whose principal business is the

discovery of new oil and gas deposits and to whom intangible

drilling costs are more in the nature of an annual expense.

They should avoid creating any serious disincentive to

drilling. However, even in this form the Limit on Tax

Preferences should insure that substantially all taxpayers,

including those in the oil business, will pay some reason-

able amount of tax each year.
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High bracket taxpayers will no longer be able to avoid

any substantial Federal income tax liability each year

by regularly investing their funds in successful wells.

(Dry hole costs, of course, will not constitute pre-

ferences for any purpose.) The provisions as recom-

mended are esscntial from the standpoint of fairness

in view of the various other preferences which have been

included in the LTP.

Second, it appears that the' inclusion of gifts of

appreciated property to charity as a tax preference

item will reduce the benefit of the contribution and,

thus, unduly restrict public support of worthwhile ed-

ucational and other public charitable institutions.

For this reason the Administration proposes that this

item be deleted from the Limit on Tax Preferences and

Allocation of Deductions provisions.

Third, further study of the excessive use of tax prefer-

ences by some taxpayers has led to the conclusion that three

additional preferences should be added both to the Limit on

Tax Preferences and Allocation of Deductions provisions.

Accelerated depreciation in excess of straight-line deprecia-

tion taken on equipment and other personal property by a
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lessor of the property under a net lease arrangement should

be included. Accelerated depreciation on rcal property is

already treated as a preference under the bill, and accelerated

depreciation on leased personal property offers an equivalent

shelter to reduce taxes on other income. In addition, the

excess of interest, taxes and rent over receipts (if any)

from unimproved real property during the period of construc-

tion of improvements should be included as a preference.

These amounts are part of the eq9nomic cost of the improvement

and when allowed as a deduction result in excessive tax benefits

to some high-bracket investors. Finally, rapid ainortization

of rehabilitation expenditures for low cost housing (provided

elsewhere in the bill) should be included as a preference.

This new provision could easily be used to such an extent as

to shelter all of the taxpayer's income unless some limit is

placed on its use.

The bill in certain instances allows a basis adjustment

in the amount of disallowed preferences with respect to property

when the property is later sold. A similar adjustment should

be allowed in connection with amounts disallowed under the

Allocation of Deductions proposal to the extent ordinary income

is realized on a later sale of the property.
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10. Income Averaging (Sec. 311)

The bill substantially liberalizes the income averaging

provisions. The eligibility requirement is reduced from

133-1/3 to 120 percent of base period income, and averaging

is permitted for capital gains, income from gifts and bequests,

an- wanerinb income. Itemoval of tiese exceptions from present

law aJds simplification, while achievin4 readerr equity. The

Administration strongly supports this provision.

11. Restricted Property (Sec. 121)

Ourinb the past few years there has been a rapid growth

in tne number of so-called "restricted stock plans." Under

these plans, an employee receives stock or other property

subject to certain restrictions, such as a prohibition on

sale for a specified period. Unier existing Treasury regula-

tions, a tax is not imposeJ until the restrictions expire.

The compensation deemed to be realize at tnat time is based

in most cases upon the lower value of tie property at the

time of its previous receipt. This combination of deferral

ani capital iain treatment of appreciation Jurin. the Jeferral

period witLa respect to property receive as compensation

represents an unwarranted an. uninei,,led benefit.

The A'lminiscration's recoi-enJation is aloptet in Cie

bill. In &,eneral, the bill provides for tne imposition of
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tax when the employee's rights to the property become non-

forfeitable even if the property is subject to restrictions.

The tax is imposed on the then current value of the property

determined without re&arJ to taese restrictions. Similar

treatment is proposed for property transferred in trust.

The Administration urges aJoption of this provision.

12. Deferred Compensation (Sec. 331)

This bill provides a minimum tax on deferred compensa-

tion payments exceeding $10,000. This minimum tax would be

based, in effect, on the individual's rate of tax in the

years in which such payments are deemed to have been earned.

from a conceptual standpoint, this provision modifies

in certain respects both the cash method of accountin& and

the annual accounting period. The annual accountini concept

underlies our entire tax system: While the cash method of

accounting may not lead to perfect results in some cases,

the imperfections extend to many areas other.than Jeferred

compensation. 'le believe that with further stuly of this

problem in the context of the tax treatment of all deferred

compensation, including6 amounts pail unler both qualified

pension and profit sharing plans anJ nonqualified plans, a

better solution in principle can be levelopel.
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of income in taxable years beginning before April 22,

1969, and that the unlimited throwback provided by the

bill apply only to accumulations made in taxable years

beginning after that date.

14. Multiple Corporations (Sec. 401)

The bill adopts the Administration's recommendation

to limit a controlled group of corporations to a single

$25,000 surtax exemption, one $100,000 accumulated earnings

credit, and one $25,000 limitation on the small business

deduction of life insurance companies. These limitations

would be phased-in over an eight-year transition period

beginning on January 1, 1969. This is a more liberal

transition period than that recommended by the Administration.

The bill also contains two special eight-year transi-

tional rules for corporations which are affected by this

provision. There is a gradual increase of the dividends

received deduction from 85 to 100 percent for transition

period dividends. The second rule operates with respect

to a controlled group filing a consolidated return and

permits the deduction of a gradually increasing portion
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of certain pre-consolidation net operating losses arising in

the transition period. These special transition rules intro-

duce extraordinary complexity, and we believe are not justified

in view of the phase-in rules already provide] for the change.

Accordingly, we recorienJ that these aiJitional special

transitional rules be eliminated. Also, while we do not

oppose the eight-year piase-in period, a five-year phase-in

period as we originally recommended seems adequate to do

equity and would reduce the administrative complexity of the

lengthy transition involved.

15. Corporate Securities (Sec. 411)

The bill seeks to curb tax benefits obtained by conglom-

erates and other acquisition minded companies by the substitu-

tion of an interest deduction for nondeductible dividends.

This may occur were, for example, convertible debentures or

other debt instruments having equity characteristics are used

to effect a merger or acquisition. Unler the bill, interest

in excess of $5 million incurred for acquisition purposes

would be disallowed where (i) the indebtedness is convertible

or has warrants attached, (ii) the indebtedivess is subordinates,
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and (iii) either the debt to equity ratio of the acquiring

corporation includingg affiliated corporations) exceeds 2:1,

or the projected annual earnings of the acquiring corporation

are less than three times the annual interest expense of the

company.

Although the Treasury Department is presently seeking

to develop regulations which will aid in distinguishing debt

from equity in all contexts, the Administration supports

these particular statutory rules designed to Jeal specifically

with the merger situation.

In addition, the Administration supports those provi-

sions of the bill which adopt the Administration's prior

recommenJations. These include some (but not all) of the

provisions of the bill dealing with installment sale treat-

ment under Section 453 and the provisions of the bill deal-

ing with corporate securities issued at a discount anJ re-

purchase by a corporation of its convertible securities.

16. Stock )ivi-ends (Sec. 421)

The distribution of common stock JividenJs on common

stock does not normally represent a taxable event to the

shareaoller. The shareholder simply receives additional

shares to represent the same unchanged equity interest in
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the corporation. The Internal Revenue Code does, however,

provide for taxing a distribution of stock dividenJs where

the shareholder has an election to receive either cash or

stock. Many new sophisticated types of stock have been

developed in recent years to avoid the impact of this rule,

such as increasing and decreasing conversion ratios.

Present law does not adequately Jistiniuish between

taxable and nontaxable stock dividenJs anJ other corporate

adjustments which have the effect of a stock dividend. A

General provision is necessary to tax all stock dividends

which change the proportionate interest of the shareholJer

in the corporation where such change is related to a cash

diviJenJ on other outstanding shares. Without such a provi-

sion substantial revenue losses resulting, from circumvention

of existing law are anticipated.

The bill substantially adopts the recommendation

of the Administration, and we continue to support its enact-

ment. The bill makes it clear that an increase in a Share-

holder's interest in a corporation, when related to a taxable

dividend paid to other shareholders, is to be taxed. In addi-

tion to setting out a clear standard for the application of the

statute, the section provides needed flexibility for its admin-

istration by regulation.
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17. Foreign Tax Credit (Secs. 431, 432)

The bill deals with two separate circumstances in which

the foreign tax credit is extended under existing law beyond its

basic purpose of preventing double taxation of the same income.

The first type of case involves taxpayers, particularly'

U.S. mineral companies with foreign operations, who choose the

*per-country" limitation on the credit (as opposed to the

"over-all" limitation) in order to deduct losses incurred in a
0,

particular foreign country, such as those arising from the

favorable rules applicable with respect to oil drilling expenses,

against U. S. source income. When operations in that country

become profitable, they are able to credit foreign taxes on the

income against the U.S. tax even though there has been no net

income over the span of years from that country and there is

no net U.S. tax against which the credit should be applied.

The taxpayer obtains a double benefit: in the year of the loss,

he deducts the loss against U.S. source income, and in a sub-

sequent profitable year, he claims the full foreign tax credit

for the income from that country.

The bill deals with this problem by requiring a carryover

of the losses in applying the limitation on the credit in
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subsequent years where the per-country limitation was used in

the loss year. We support this provision and recommend that it

be extended to apply also where there has been an over-all

foreign loss under the over-all limitation.

The bill also deals with the problem of foreign taxes paid

on mineral income excess of U. S. taxes paid on such income.

The bill provides for the separate computation of the foreign

tax credit limitation with respect to mineral income in those

cases where the foreign country holds mineral rights to the

property or other conditions suggest that the high excess foreign

tax may constitute a disguised royalty payment. The separate

computation prevents any excess credit with respect to such

income from being applied to shelter other foreign income which

may be subject to foreign tax at an effective rate less than

the U.S. effective rate on such income.

The Administration supports, in part, the effect of this

second provision. However, while we recognize the hidden royalty

problem at which the House bill is directed, we do not feel that

the bill provides an equitable solution to that problem. On

further examination of the tax and royalty structure applicable

to the international minerals industry, we do not feel that it
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is proper to characterize all foreign taxes on mineral income

in excess of U.S. taxes on such income as disguised royalties.

It is impossible to ascertain the extent to which income taxes

in any particular country are a substitute for royalties, and

in many cases the foreign country receives royalty payments

which are even greater than royalties customarily paid in the

United States. Also, foreign countries frequently impose

income tax on nonmineral income, as well as on mineral income,
*1

at a rate in excess of the U.S. rate.

If, then, this separate limitation in the bill regarding

mineral income is not justified on the ground that any foreign

tax in excess of the effective U.S. tax on mineral income is

a royalty, it works unfairly for mineral companies as compared

to all other U.S. taxpayers with foreign operations. It

completely denies mineral companies the opportunity, available

to other taxpayers, to average the excess of foreign tax over

U.S. tax on mineral income against any excess of U.S. tax over

foreign tax on their other foreign income. This result occurs

even though the foreign tax on the mineral income is at a

reasonable rate judged by world standards and even though such

averaging is precisely the purpose of the over-all limitation.
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In our view, the special problem connected with

foreign mineral income which can and should be dealt with

arises from the lower effective U.S. rate on mineral

production resulting from our percentage depletion incentive.

While the bill denies percentage depletion with respect to

foreign oil and gas production, we are recomnending (as here-

inafter described) that this provisicnbe deleted from the

bill. While the over-all limitation normally allows high

foreign tax rates to be averaged with low foreign tax rates,

in our judgment this is inappropriate in the case of mineral

production income where the excess credits arise because the

foreign country does not match our percentage depletion

allo-.ance.

We therefore recomrend that excess foreign tax credits

which result from the allowance of percentage depletion by

the United States should not be available against other

foreign income. Thus, to the extent the foreign tax in a

particular foreign country exceeds the U.S. tax on the samne

foreign mineral income, but is less than the U. S. tax

on such income computed without percentage depletion

being allowed, the excess credits could not be applied against

other foreign income. We believe this rule will

effectively deal with the problem. of percentage

depletion on foreign mineral production. A similar rule
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now applies in the Code to Western Hemisphere Trade Corpora-

tions, which are taxed at an effective rate approximately

14 percentage points less than the usual corporate rate.

We also recognize that, even aside from not allowing

percentage depletion, foreign tax rates on mineral income

sometimes exceed the top rates 6enerally applicable by world

tax standards to other income.* This also, of course, results

in unusually high excess creditY to be applied against other

foreign income. This problem coulJ be resolved on the basis

that typically the top rate on distributed income by world

standards does not exceed 60 percent. Thus, it could be

provided that to the extent the foreign tax exceeded 60

percent of the foreign mineral income from a particular

country determined by U.S. standards without a percentage deple-

tion allowance (this allowance having been dealt with by the

proposal previously described), excess credits could not be

used against other income. This approach could be justified

on the ground that taxes in exeess of 60 percent represent

*In some cases the foreign country achieves hibh effective

tax rates 'uy requiring the taxpayer to compute taxable
income on the basis of postedi prices" which are substan-

tially in excess of arm's length prices ani thus artificially
inflate taxable income for their Lax purposes.
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a substitute for royalties. However, as stated above, not

all hizh foreign rates can be properly characterized as

royalty substitutes, and it is impossible to establish to

what extent such characterization is proper. Since aside

from percentage depletion it is difficult to justify dealing

with hith foreign taxes in the case of foreign mineral proltuc-

tion income but not high foreign taxes imposed on other types

of income, we believe it preferable to deal with high for-

eign tax rates in a general context. We plan to present

recomwenJations to Congress on this subject as a part of

comprehensive proposals relating to the U.S. taxation of for-

eign source income which we are presently developing.

Consideration of the foreign tax credit as applied to

mineral income point up the need for clarification of the

tax status of the continental shelf. There is no general

provision to this effect in the present bill. The continen-

tal shelf areas of the world are being developed at an accel-

crated pace, and existing uncertainties as to tie tax conse-

quences could Jiscourage development of natural resources or

result in unintenied tax preferences to taxpayers with

continental shelf operations. We recommend that the tax

status of thcz.e areas be clarifie I by: (1) amen lir!g th2

lefiniticr of "Unitel States" in the Cole, consistent with
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our rights and obligations under international law, to include

the continental shelf of the Ulhitei States with respect to

the exploration for natural resources; and (2) defining the

term foreignn country" as used in the Cole to include the

continental shelf which pertains to the foreign country

concernel.

18. Financial Institutions (Secs. 441, 442, anl 443)

Commercial banks will be required unler the bill to

compute their reserves for bad debts on the basis of actual

bad debt experience; they will no longer be entiLled to the

special rule under existing law granting them an absolute

reserve of 2.4 percent of outstanding uninsured loans. The

special bal debt deduction now allowel mutual thrift insti-

tutions is to be substantially reduced under tae bill over

a 10-year transitional period; their special deduction based

on 3 percent of increases in real estate loans would be

repealeJ, ani their alternative deluction of 60 percent of

taxable income would be reduced to 30 percent. The allowance

of this 30 percent deduction is tied to a sliding scale per-

mittin& the full deduction to a savings and loan institution

only if at least 82 percent of its assets is invested in

residential real estate loans and certain other qualifyin6

items. In the case or mutual savings banks, the required

level would be 72 percent.
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To furnish protection against unusually larbe losses,

all financial institutions would be permitted to carry back

net operatin- losses for 10 years (instead of three years)

anJ to carry forward net operating losses for five years.

The bill also provides that ý,ain on Jisposition of debt

securities of financial institutions will be treated as

ordinary gain rather than capital gain. Net losses on suc'i

securities are now allowed as or!Jinary losses, an] the bill

seeks to provide parallel treatticnt for net gains.

The Alininistration endorses the concept that the bal

debt deJuction should be base-i on actual loss experience,

but we also support the allowance of a special Jeluction to

encoura 6e investment by financial institutions in residnntial

real estate mortgages. Investment by these institutions in

residential mortgages is a vital policy goal of the Administra-

tion anI 'traJitionally has been encourae.d through the use

of tax incentives. We believe that this goal.will be more

effectively accomplished by exLendin, the same incentive to

all bankin- institutions, not just the mutual thrift

institutions.
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The investment standards applied by existing

law and the bill to savings and loan instittions

and mutual savings banks serve this goal imperfectly and

limit free and open competition between these institutions

and conmercial banks. Conversely, those conmercial banks

which have traditionally invested in home mortgage financ-

ing will be prejudiced by the provisions of the bill which

deny their present special deduction but retain a special

deducLion for tae other two types of institutions with

which they compete.

Accordingly, the Administration recommends that a

special deduction, not tied to bad debt reserves, be pro-

vided for banking institutions as an incentive for invest-

ment in residential real property loans, student loans,

and certain other loans which are made pursuant to national

policy objectives. This incentive would be provided by a

special deduction equal to a specified percentage of gross

interest income from such residential real property and

other loans, except that the deduction could not serve in
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any year to reduce taxable income to an amount less than 60

percent of taxable income, adjusted (for purpose of this calcula- "

tion only) to include the full amount of dividend income and

tax exempt interest. The latter limitation will insure that the

incentive could not be used to reduce the effective rate of

tax on these institutions below an equitable level. We suggest

that the special deduction b•. 5 percent of gross interest

income from such loans, subject to the limitation stated

above.

To prevent undue hardship on mutual savings banks and

savinE~s and loan institutions anI to minimize the possible ai-

verse effect of these proposed changes on the housing market, a

five-year transition rule should be provided to phase in 6raduaily

the increased tax burlen on these institutions.

19. Foreign Bank Deposits (Sec. 444)

The bill extends from December 31, 1972, to December 31,

1975, the expiration date of the rule of existing law relieving

from Federal income tax certain interest paid on deposits

by U.S. banks to nonresident aliens and foreign corporations.
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This rule applies where the interest constitutes income not

effectively connected with the aliens or corporation's trade

or business in the United States. This extension would also

apply to the existing relief front Federal estate tax for such

deposits by nonresident aliens with U.S. banks.

Because of balance of payments considerations, the

Administration recommended in April that these relief provi-

sions not be permitted to expire at the end of 1972 but be

continued indefinitely. We would prefer complete removal of

the expiration date so long as the balance of payments proble.a

exists, but the provision of the House bill extending the

provisions through 1975 seems adequate for the time being.

Under current law, interest paid by U.S. branches of

foreign banks to nonresident aliens or foreign corporations

ordinarily is not subject to U.S. income tax whether or not

the deposit is effectively connected with the depositor's U.S.

trade or business. In the case of U.S. banks, the interest in-

come is free of tax only if the deposit is not so connected.
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While the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966 recognized

that U.S. business-connected deposits in U.S. branches

of foreign banks should be subject to U.S. tax to the

same extent as if the deposits were made in a U.S.

bank, that Act provided that such deposits in U.S.

branches of foreign banks vould not become taxable

until January 1, 1973. We see no reason for any delay

in achieving parallel treatment, and therefore reco:¢mn•nd

that interest paid by U.S. branches of foreign banks

be treated the same as interest paid by U.S. banks

effective for the calendar year following enactment of

the bill. A similar problem arises with respect to

deposits in U.S. branches of foreign banks by nonresident

aliens for purposes of the estate tax liability, and

we recommend similar action.

20. Regulated Utilities (Sec. 451)

Regulated public utility companies in general account

for depreciation on a straight-line basis for purposes of

the rate-making process. Where accelerated depreciation is

taken for t4x purposes, the actual Federal tax paid is lower than.
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the tax liability which would result from the straight-line

depreciation taken for rate-making purposes. Some regulatory

commissions permit taxpayers to "normalize" their tax for

rate-making purposes; that is, they treat as a cost the tax

which voulA have been imposed if straight-line depreciation

had been used and treat the difference between tnis amount

ani the actual tax as a reserve for future taxes. In

other situations the re.ulatory'6omnissions require

companies to take into account in determininb the

current cost of their operations only the actual tax paid,
I

with the result that the tax reduction due to accelerated

depreciation is "flowed through" to the customer as a reduction

in price, thus further reducing profits and income tax revenues.

Many commissions are presently switching from normaliza-

tion to flow-through, and others are even imputing the use of

accelerated depreciation where the utility in fact is using

straight-line depreciation for tax purposes. This trend will

force utilities to switch to accelerated depreciation for tax

purposes, and the "floy through" consequences will have a double

effect in reducing tax revenues, dnce it results in a reduction

in utility gross revenues as well.
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Under the bill gas and oil pipeline, telephone, ,as and

electric utility companies, and water and sewage disposal

companies would be allowed accelerate.l depreciation only if

they "normalize" the tax saving, for rate-rmking purposes.

Thus they could not be require.1 by regulatory aencies to

"flow through" their tax savings to their consumers at the

expense of Federal revenues. An exception would be proxilel
04

for utilities which are presently usin6 "flow through."

Where straight-line depreciation is being taken with respect

to property constructed or placed in service before Dacember

31, 1969, no accelerated method will be permitted.

We support this provision of the bill. It would generally

"freeze" the present situation, and prevent a major revenue

loss estimated as high as $1.5 billion annually, which

wioulJ result if the present trend by regulatory corrnissions

toward "flow through" were allowed to continue.
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There is one transitional problem which should be corrected.

In determining whether a utility will be allowed to use accelerate

depreciation and "flow through," the bill looks to the taxpayer's

latest return filed prior to July 22, 1969. We recoa.aend that

a utility be granted this right if, as of July 22, 1969, the

utility had established by book entries or certain other means

that it was adopting accelerated depreciation and "flow through".

.4

21. Effect of Accelerated Depreciation on Corporate Dividends
(Sec. 452)

Under present law, a dividend is a distribution o'it of

earnings and profits. A distribution exceeding the amount of

earnings.and profits is not taxed as a dividend but treated as

a return of capital. Through the use of accelerated deprecia-

tion many companies, particularly in the utility and real estate

fields, have been able to distribute substantial amounts to

shareholders without current tax to the shareholders.

The bill adopts our recommendation made in April to

require companies to compute earnings and profits by using
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only the amount of depreciation allowable under the straight-

line method. The Administration supports this provision.

22. Natural ResoUrces (Sec. 501)

The bill puts an end to the tax benefits arising from

carved out production payments and ABC transactions by treat-

ing these as loan transactions, a result which is in accord

with their true nature. The bill also provides recapture

rules for all hard mineral exploration costs. The Administra-

tion endorses these provisions.

The bill reduces the percentage depletion allowance for

oil and gas from 27-1/2 percent to 20 percent and makes similar

reductions for other minerals except copper, gold, silver, iron

ore, and oil shale. While the Administration did not recommend

these reductions, we do not oppose the decision of the House to

increase the share of the national tax burden of the mineral in-

dustry.

However, the bill also extends the cut-off point for de-

termining percentage depletion on oil shale to include certain

non-mining processes. We oppose this provision because it

would approximately double the effective depletion allowance

on oil shale and would constitute an important breach in the

principle that percentage depletion is to be computed on
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gross income from mining, not manufacturing to any extent. As

stated, the bill makes no reduction in the depletion rate for

oil shale while reducing nearly all other rates. This would

seem to provide a special incentive. If any additional incentive

is to be provided, it should be granted in terms of the research

and development objective, or at most in terms of the rate, not

the cut-off point, or by some other means.

Finally, the bill eliminates percentage depletion with

respect to foreign oil and gas production. Our analysis of
*1

this provision indicates, in the light of our foreign tax

credit provisions, that after a brief period it will probably

result in foreign countries increasing their effective tax

rates on income from oil and gas production to "sponge up"

any additional tax revenue otherwise accruing to the United

States. Thus the denial of foreign depletion will increase

the effective U.S. rate of tax on such income, which tax the

foreign governments will then offset by increasing their rates.

The end result will be that the U. S. taxpayer will pay addi-

tional tax to those countries, but no additional tax to the

United States.

For these reasons, the elimination of percentage deple-

tion on foreign deposits of oil and g&s is unlikely to increase
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U. S. revenues significantly, and will merely increase the burden

of foreign taxes on U. S. businesses. We recommend, therefore,

that this provision be deleted from the bill. Our proposal with

respect to the foreign tax credit, previously described, adequately

deals with percentage depletion on foreign deposits by preventing

the depletion allowance on foreign mineral production from being

used to reduce U. S. tax on other income and will not induce the

foreign country to raise its taY on the American company.

23. Capital Gains and Losses of Individuals (Secs. 511-516)

The bill repeals the alternative capital gains tax rate of

25 percent and increases the holding period for long-term capitol

gains from 6 to 12 months. It also provides tnat net lon,-terni

capital losses are reduced by 50 percent before being ava~tic1:

as an offset against ordinary income. The bill narrows the

definition of a capital asset so that the sale of letters,

papers, or memoranda by a person whose efforts created them,

or by a person for whom they were produced, will give rise to

ordinary income, The bill provides that an employer's contribu-

tion to a pension plan, when paid to the employee as part of

a lump sum distribution, is taxed as ordinary income.
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Additional changes made by the bill include a provision

that life interests.received by gift, bequest or inheritance,

are not accorded a tax basis w.hen sold. Under the bill, all

casualty gains and losses on capital assets and section 1231

property are consolidated for the purposes of determining

whether they give rise to an ordinary loss or to a gain which is

consolidated with other section 1231 gains and losses. Finally,

the bill provides that transfers.of franchises will not give

rise to capital gain treatment if the transferor retains any

significant rights in connection with the transfer.

We are opposed to the complete elimination of the alterna-

tive tax and to the extension of the holding period. These

changes in our Judgiaent impose too great a burden on capital

investment. The effect of the bill would be to remove a large

measure of the incentive for private capital to engage in new

and expanded business ventures. Present capital investments

would tend to be frozen and the economy as a whole would

suffer. We believe that the six months' holding period should

be maintained and that, In general, the alternative tax should

be retained.
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However, the 25"percent ceiling rate on long-term capital

gains has been used regularly by some wealthy persons who at

the same time have minimized their ordinary income. By this

means they have reduced their over-all effective income tax

rate well below that of other persons of comparable or lesser

ability to pay. We recommend that a maximum limit be placed

on the extent to which the 25 percent ceiling rate can be used

in relation to the amount of ordinary income.

The inclusion of the omitted one-half of long-term capital

gains in the list of preferences contained in the Limit on

Tax Preferenccs (LTP) generally has no operative effect because

the purpose of that provision is only to insure that preferences

do not exceed one-half of a person's income determined without

the preferences. Thus, for example, when a •ong-term capital

gain of $50,000 is realized, 50 percent or $25,000 is included

as a preference in the LTP calculation, but it has no effect on

that calculation since LTP operates only to limit tax preferences

to 50 percent of income. However, if a taxpayer has $1 million

of capital gains which are taxed at 25 percent instead of the
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65 percent top rate applicable to ordinary income under the

bill, his actual preference is 40/65 of this amount, or about

61.5 percent, instead of the 50 percent preference permitted

by LTP. Thus, the actual preference due to the 25 percent

alternative capital gains tax rate, which may be well above

the 50 percent nominally excluded, should appropriately be

reflected in LTP.

As a means of simplifying the calculation that would be

required under LTP but at the same time achieving a comparable

result, the Administration proposes that the 25 percent alterna-

tive capital gain tax be limited in its use by any taxpayer to

long-term capital gains which do not exceed the higher of the

two following amounts:

1. $140,000 in the case of a married person and

$85,000 in the case of a single person if their other

tax preferences do not exceed $10,000; or

2. Four times the taxpayer's taxable income (other

than long-term capital gains) if his other preferences

do not exceed $10,000. (If his other preferences do ex-

ceed $10,000, the allowable amount would be four times

his taxable income adjusted under the LTP and Allocation

of Deductions rul-s, less the amount oi those other prefer-

ences.)
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As an illustration, a married person with tax preferences of

less than $10,000 could always realize at least $140,000 of

long-term capital gains in any year and be assured of avail-

ability of the 25 percent alternative rate. Moreover, if he

has $60,000 of taxable ordinary income from salary, dividends,

etc., he could have $240,000 of capital gains at the 25 perceiit

rate. However, beyond that amount he would lose the benefit

of the alternative tax computation; in effect, to the extent

his long-term capital gains exceed such amount, 50 percent of

such amount would be added to his ordinary income and taxed

at effective rates ranging from 25 percent up to 32.5 percent

(one-half of the regular rates).

To prevent undue hardship arising from occasional realiza-

tion of a large capital gain, the taxpayer would be permitted

to carry over the unused portion of his limit on the alterna-

tive tax computation for any taxable year to each of the five

succeeding years. This will achieve a faiC averaging result.

The result of this rule will be to insure that a taxpayer

who consistently realizes large capital gains in relation to

his ordinary income will not be able to use the 25 percent

ceiling tax to excess so as constantly to reduce his total

effective tax rate.

In all other respects, we support the capital gain and

loss provisions of the bill.
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24. Capital Gains Rates for Corporations (Sec. 461)

The alternative capital gains tax on corporations is in

creased from 25 to 30 percent. The Administration supports this

provision. Consistent with the rule we recommend for individuals,

an amount up to $50,000 of capital gains could continue to be

subject to the 25% rate, subject to the multiple corporation

provisions.

25. Real Estate (Sec. 521)

The bill would limit accelerated depreciation on new real

estate construction (other than housing) to 150 percent declining

balance depreciation. Two hundred percent declining balance and

sum-of-the-years digits depreciation methods would continue to

be available for new housing starts only. The bill would deny

accelerated depreciation to real estate purchased from prior

owners, but it provides for a five-year write-off of capital

costs incurred in the rehabilitation of housing made available

for persons of low and moderate income. The bill would amend

the present recapture provisions of the Code to deny long-term

capital gain treatment on the sale of real estate to the extent

of all depreciation claimed in excess of straight line, eliminating

the 10-year phase-out of the recapture provisions under present

law.
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We believe these provisions represent a major advance

in the tax treatment of real estate an] are consistent with

the national housing objectives. We urge their approval.

We reconinend, however, that the special incentive for housing

should be restricted to that constructed in the Unitel States

and its possessions. Moreover, we are concerned with the

continueJ heavy reliance upon tax incentives as a means of

achievin- our national housing goals, and believe that con-

sideration should be L;iven in the near future to other aidi-

rxonal methods of doing so.

26. Cooperatives (Sec. 531)

UnJer present law, cooperative orj;nnizations are per.-it-

teJ to reduce their taxable income by the amount of patronage

divilenJs distributed to members if 20 percent of the patron-

a6e allocation is paid to the patron in cash. There is no

require.meit for redemption of the remaining amount in cash.

The bill requires patronage ,ivilenJd to be pail in cash

over a period of no.more than 15 years. It also requires

that an aJ.iitional 30 percent of the amount of current divi-

denJs be paid to patrons either with respect to the current

allocatlcn or in relemotion of prior alloca~ions. This a!Ji-

tional 30 percert requirement is phase in over a 1O-yvar

period.
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The alditional 30 percent require:.ert is complex and

creates serious ai:linistrative problems. Since the 15-year

requircitnt assures that coopc~ratives will make significant

current paymentS, we reco:nend titat the adJitional 30 percent

pay-out rule be eliminate-J.

27. Sm'.all Businless CorporaLions--Subchapter S (Sec. 541)

The bill provides limitations similar to those applicable

to partnerships with respect to contributions to retiremIent

plans for inJividuals who are siinificanL shareholders of

Suochapter S small business corporations. The bill adopts

only this one element of our comprehensive reco.-menlatiorns

ir. April dJealin s with the tax treatment of si'all business

corporations. Our recommendations would have maJe tha tax

rules applicable to Subchapter S corpo:aLions simpler ani

easier to satisfy by confor:amin them more closely to the

partnership rules. These changes, workeJ out through exteni.I

discussions with the members of a comamittee of the American

Bar Association, would also have eliminated several unintenied

abuses in the Subchapter S provisions.
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We recognize that the constraints of time male it

impossible for the louse to deal with the entire Subchapter S

proposal, but we Jo not feel thaL additional limitations

should be placed on the use of Subchapter S without making

the liberalizin, cha:ines prooseJ. It is also clear, as I

note earlier, that treatment of deferred compensation anI

qualified pension and profit-sharing plans needs over-all

revision. Accor-lingly, we recoi1a:enJ that this provision be

deleted froi., the present bill and be dealt with when the

other aspects of Subchapter S anJ compensation plans are

dealt with in legislation.
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28. Taxation of State ani Local Bonjs (Secs. 601 an4 602)

The bill grants states anJ localities the option of

issuing obliLations tne interest on which woulli be taxable,

in which case the hit-her interest cost woulJ be offset by

the FeJeral Government payin0 a percentage of the total

interest cost of the issue. The amount of the subsidy is to

be set by the Secretary of the Treasury, in advance, for eaci
oil

calen Jar quarter, anJ may range between 30 anI 40 percent of

the interest yield of the issue of obligations until 1974,

and thereafter between 25 anI 40 percent. The provisions of

the bill. are entirely elective with the issuer: if the

issuer chooses to issue taxable obligations, tne FeJeral

subsidy follows automatically, but the state or municipality

may always issue tax exempt bonis if it prefers. These

provisions of the bill were not containeJ in the Treasury's

April 22 proposals.

The Aiministration has been quite concerneJ over the

problems facing the states and localities as their demands

for funJs increase, Jrivin% the interest cost of tax exem?t

obligations zAoser to the in:eresc Lvst of taxable c'•lii.aic..-.
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The AJministration has stulieJ this provision in the bill

as well as alternate means for alleviation of these problems

and has concluleJ that it will not reconmenl enactment of

this provision. The Alministration plans to recommend to

the Coniress a different proposal at an early late.

The bill uoulJ also deny tax exempt status to so-called

"arbitrae bonds," the specific definition of which is left

to the reulations. le believe that this is in 6eneral a

proper matnod of hanJling that abuse, but we believe the

scope of the tern. "arbitrae obligation" should be described

wit.a some further particularity in the bill.

29. Tnco.ne Tax Surcharge (Sec. 701)

The bill would impose the income tax surcharge at a

5 percent rate for the first six months of calenlar year

1970. This temporary extension of the surcharge is essential

to control the inflationary forces now present in our economy,

and to provide a firm basis for future economic growth. The

Administration strongly urges the adoption of this proposal.
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30. Automobile antI Coalnhunications Services Excise Taxes
(.qe -. 702)

This bil1 woul,! exteni the existing rates of the excibe

taxes on automobile's (7 percent) anI on conununications serv-

ices (10 percent) for one year until )ecember 31, 1970, and

would postpone scaeJule.d reJuctions in future years. These

measures woull contribute substantially to our efforts to

control tiit- inflation1 ary forces. now present in our economy.

We support their adoption.

31. Term.lination of the Investn"ent Crelit (Sec. 703)

The bill provides for repeal of the investment cre Jti

effective as of April 18, 1069. It also provides for tran-

sitional rules similar to the rules em.loyeJ w'en the crelit

was suspenJed in 166. The Aininistration reco:,i:aen~s no

c:han4Le in these provisions.

32. Ra.ii.I .eureciatior, for ?ollution Control Facilities and
Railroad Cars (Secs. 704 anJ 705)

The bill contains a provision for rapid 5-year amortiza-

tion of expenditures for certain facilities for the control

or abatement of air and water pollution. The bill also gives

railroads an option to le.reciate rolling stock other than
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locomotives on a 7-year straight-line basis. These provisions

of the bill are desinei as a substitute for the investment

credit.

Our national concern as to problems of pollution and

environilenLal control should not obscurC the heavy revenue

costs ($400 million annually in long-run Dperation) of the

pollution proposal. The necessity for, and effectiveness of,

any such provision is doubtful. The overwhelming incentive

for industrial pollution control will continue to be govern-

mental anti-pollution enforcement action, or the threat thereof.

A tax relief provision in this setting is not an incentive so

much as it is a type of cost sharing, or more accurately, an

interest-free loan, to reduce the industrial cost of compliance

with enforcement action.

As recormendeJ by Secretary Kennely in his previous

appearance before this Committee in connection with the sur-

charge extension legislation in July, we urge that as a

minimum certain corrective amendments be traie to this provi-

sion. It should be amenlel to--
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(1) limit the fast write-off to the portion of cost

that wouli otherwise be depreciated over the first

15 years of the life of the facility (as now Irawn

the provision would confer a benefit roughly equiv-

alernt to a 20 percetat investment credit in the case

of facilities with a 50-year life--almost three

timrs as liberal as the 7 percent investment credit
eq

the write-off is designed to replace);

(2) restrict the write-off to facilities installed

as anti-pollution facilities in existin0 plants.

The fast write-off for railroad cars will provide a

substantial tax advantage, involving some $100 million annual

revenue loss in full operation, to a relatively small number

of profitable railroads which already have adequate buyin6

power to acquire new cars. It will be of no financial

assistance to the more depressed railroads. Further it will

not be an effective instrument for dealin& with the special-

ized problem of seasonal shorLaes of general purpose freight

cars. We are opposed to this provision.
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Conclusion

With the changes we have recommended, we believe that

the Tax Reform Act of 1969 will provide a much more equitable

division of the tax burden and will materially strengthen the

structure of our tax system. We shall continue to study the

provisions of the bill and present any further recommendations

to the Committee as they are developed. Our objective now and

in the future will be to improve the equity and effectiveness

of our tax laws.
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Aable 3

Tax Unier }ies-nt Las and Tax Chanr.e Unzdr H.R. 13210 and the
Trea.uryPr..pzals iefcre the :c'nate Finaice Csit:ce

: ChwzC? in: :A..,ur'y c.inEz: P'.rcont chnr-e:.
jkusted •r :.Pres'nt:!.':. .2,10: zfore :.. 1Y.0 r -:reus.ry fr3ý
inccc- class :law tax: t'" :ercw' i,.ce: rr*.',.,t l~w pro:nt .w

U$ 00o) - (........... .I'ilions ..........

0 - 3 1,169 - 765 - (/1 -65.4• -56.5L

3 - 5 3,320 -1,025 - 48 -30.9 -13.5

5 - 7 5,.)1 - 960 - 4?3 -17.2 - .6

7 - 10 11,792 -1,276 e- 794 -o10.8 - 6.7

10 - 15 18,494 -1,798 -1,155 - 9.7 - 6.2

15 - n 9,184 - 6)9 - 511 - 7.6 - 5.6

20- 50 13,938 - 827 - 781 - 5.9 - ..

50- 100 6,659 - 306 - 303 - 4.6 - 4.6

100 End ov,'r 7.6-36 + 363 4 246 *4.7 4U3.2

Totk1 77,854 -7,293 -4,835 - 9.4 - 6.2

Oi*','e of e .- ,&:r,.-.ry of the Treasury Septcmoer 2, 17,9)
Office of Tax Anelysis
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Table 4

Present Law Tax, Tax UrA,.-r H. R. 13?70,
Tax Under Trct. uy." ropostLIC

Before Senate Finance Covmi, ý.e, and Percent T".x Chan,-C

?.arricd Couple vith -o D'.,nocnts

Deductiblhe on-busircss r:)'.CnZc. of 10 Percent of Incorc

i-rezeret H. p. : rca:ury •.o-: !-'rct-:. t.ax
AGI : law 13270 posals before: k'. L. to :i'. I. oa

tax t:a. :Z..cate :-'ar..c:1. '. 13?7f:ury. prcposuls,

$3,000 0 0 0 0 0

3,500 $ 70 0 0 -100.o.,• -100. c

4,9oo 14o $ 65 $ 81 -53.6 -42.]

5,0ov 290 200 253 -31.0 -12.3

7,500 687 576 616 -16.2 -10.3

10,000 1,114 958 1,012 -lh1.0 -9.2

12,500 1,567 1,347 1,4147 -14.o -7.6

15,000 2,062 1,846 1,951 -10.5 -5.4

17,500 2,598 2,393 2,451 -7.9 -5.6

20,000 3,160 2,968 2,965 -6.1 -6.1

25,000 4,412 4,170 4,170 -5.5 -5.5

O:f'ce o," -he Zecretary of *he Treas-'2... Septe:n-ber 4, 19
Office of :ax Analysi.s
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"able 5

Present Law 'ax, 7ux Undvr F. R. 12,'100
T.ax U'xjcr rez.u,' .ro•,acs

Before Zc:,ate "-'i`,ance Cz.rn,'.i.ce ani ie:e(n. 7"ac .. c

Dcdrr'clcouple :,' ot. ?) , 'r, o c

Deduct:1.1c .'n'us•~ xp,ýýnze of 29?).c, of Income

• re.tnt : H. .,. : -rcazury pro- : percent :ax I.Ijn te

AGI law : 13270 : poaal before : P. L. to :P.L. to Treas."
t fx : tax : C"'e :. ". 1270:ury proo.-aiz

3,0 0 0 0 0 0

3,5-0 $ 56 0 0 -10C0.0- .

4.ooo 112 $ 65 $ 81 -42.0 -2"1.7

5,00O 23o 20o 214 -13.0 -7.0

7,500 552 516 516 -6.5 -6.5

lO,003 92, 868 e•8 -6.1 -.. 1

12,500 1,334 1,225 1,228 -5.8 -5.3

15,C,) 1,732 "1,6o3 1,636 -5.5 -5.5

17,500 2,172 2,056 2,056 -5.3 -5.3

20,000 , 2,660 2.508 2,508 -5.7 .5.7

25,000 3,705 3,492 3,492 -5.8 -5.3

Office of .he Zecrevar;' of the Treasury Septemoer 1, 19ý9
Office of Tax Arnalyzis
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ba" 6.

Img hoa hi a irfects at LL 132 as Phased by tns NMow*
ad h Agaeo bmgry ~mn 1 kJ ?ovw'sL

I" nRM ..... a rre-3

: iILLL : rojeaul

Meform proyv is Los
individuals

Contribution ns 20 20
Fare losses . 20
A•ucmuatioe trUt ....................... TO TO
Jeferred Coesantitam . . ..... 20 --
Capital PInS ................... . 635 5
DAturel MOV0rIOSS ................ TO TO
Interest dedusctions 20
In .• ..t .. 8.... ......... . . ......
Allocatioa ........................... 4660 'id
?Al etate ............. 330 330
Tax-free divlends .... o- ........ 8.0..... . OD dO
GO&olSnO tax o4GtedcCl.........o............. -o

Total W 119T5

Corpzorations,
Foundations . 100 25
Uanrelatd business loom ......... 20 20
Multiple corporation .. o................... 235 235
Financial institutlo 0...................... 60 10
NaturaL resoure 5........................... 530 530
ForotIoloomcr 0 ... * 0..0.0000.00.0a0 65 50
beuleted utilttie ........................ 310 310
Real estate .-- ......... . ....... 1005 1,005
Dlsaloea Interest ....................... TO 70
Cepital pLis rate .................. . ...... 5

Total.. ....................... rim n ..

loN mon lwac e..................-625 -9-
Illainste jseout ......................... -2,0#2
Increase standard deduction .................- 1,33 -770
MRxMUM tax Oa earned Ino". ............ -10 -O00
Head of nowenold tria .at............... -650 -4.5
Reduce tax rates........................... -1.498 -4,705
Norlnf expenses ............................ -10 -100
lnom avrs" o.....................

Total ............................. 0000 - mg-T -TMM.

Corporations
lWte reduction .............................- 1600

Total. .................................... -8940
Tax Incentive me•sonstc•

Pollution control amortizatio (Oorporatlon).. Aw -180

Rall frergat car amortinatloa (Corporstioa)... 100 --

Real estate rensbUbltatLoa (adivLduYl) 70 -TO
Deal estate rezablltatlom (C•rp tim) -260 -260

Otner proviso lise
Repeal investment credit

ImLtvdual 6W................................ 60 600
Corporations ........................

Grand wtal ..................................... -2,118 -1,#35
Idi~vidus• ... o............. . -7,328 -4,835
Co.porati.ons.................. .. .,910 3,10

Of -a-a SaMerte at tea 2rNOM700ftie ;W In Amlulam 8etembe 2, 90
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